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In 1961, Arrow, Chenery, Minhas, and Solow conjecture that aggregate 
elasticity of substitution (AES) between labor and capital varies with the process of 
economic development. Recently, Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) show that AES 
tends to be positively related to the process of economic development by constructing a 
three-sector growth model. The current paper extends the model of Miyagiwa and 
Papageorgiou by using more generalized constant elasticity of substitution (CES) 
production functions to replace Cobb-Douglas (CD) production functions of 
intermediate goods sectors. Under this model setting, AES is now not only 
endogenously determined by inter-sectoral factor allocation and factor endowment but 
is also affected by factor income shares. If the labor income share difference in two 
intermediate goods sectors narrows along the transitional path, and the magnitude of 
narrowing is large enough, AES can be negatively related to the state of economic 
development. Moreover, the relative sizes of primary elasticities are vital to 
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1. Introduction 
The elasticity of substitution between labor and capital can be regarded as one of 
the sources of economic growth. It can measure the efficiency of a productive system, 
as shown by de La Grandville (1989). Also, Klump and de La Grandville (2000) find 
that an economy with higher factor substitutability would have higher capital intensity 
and output per capita in the steady state, with all other things being equal. 
The elasticity of substitution is not a constant parameter. Arrow, Chenery, 
Minhas, and Solow (1961) conjecture that aggregate elasticity of substitution (AES) 
of an economy might vary with economic development. Recently, some researchers 
have found similar conclusions. For example, Pereira (2004) discovers that AES 
changes over time. Moreover, Duffy and Papageorgiou (2000) find that labor and 
capital are more substitutable in advanced countries than in poor countries. 
Recently, Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) show that AES tends to be 
positively related to the process of economic development when considering the 
equilibrium inter-sectoral factor allocation and capital accumulation as the 
determinants of AES. In their model, there are two intermediate good sectors (i.e., Xj 
and X2) and one final good sector (i.e., Y). Capital and labor are used to produce 
intermediate goods under Cobb-Douglas (CD) technology, and intermediate goods are 
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combined to produce the final good under constant elasticity of substitution (CES) 
technology. 
The current paper aims to extend the model of Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou 
(2007) using CES technology to construct the production functions of intermediate 
good sectors. As AES is the weight average of three primary elasticities, i.e., (1) 
elasticity of substitution (ES) between labor and capital in Xj，（o])’ (2) ES between 
labor and capital in Xj, {(J2), and (3) ES between Xi and X2 in Y, {(/f), choosing 
primary elasticities becomes complex under CES production functions. To narrow 
down the choices for primary elasticities in investigating the relationship between 
economic development and AES, the final good is produced under CD technology in 
most sections of this paper (^=1). 
The main finding of this paper is that AES can be either positively or negatively 
related to the state of economic development because AES is now not only 
endogenously determined by inter-sectoral factor allocation and factor endowment but 
is also affected by factor income shares. In the model of Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou 
(2007)，the effect of factor income shares cannot be captured because it must be held 
constant under the CD production functions of intermediate goods. The importance of 
endogenous change in factor income shares will be shown under different elasticity 
combinations in the following sections. In addition, the relative sizes of primary 
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elasticities also affect the relationship between AES and economic development. I 
hereby examine the change in the weight of primary elasticities in AES for each 
elasticity combination. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model of 
Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) and demonstrates how they find the positive 
relationship between AES and economic development. Section 3 extends the model of 
Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou using CES production functions for intermediate goods 
and CD production function for the final goods. Sections 4 and 5 examine different 
elasticity combinations for 卢=1. In section 6，I further relax the constraint imposed 
on the production function of the final good by setting 伞=0.5 and 2. Section 7 and 8 
change some parameters to test the results. Section 9 examines the possibility of 
unbounded growth and the causality between AES and growth. Section 10 
summarizes the findings and discusses the possibilities for future research. 
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2. Literature Review 
In the model of Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007)，the economy is under an 
infinite discrete-time horizon. There are Kt units of capital and U units of labor, which 
are allocated to two intermediate good sectors (不， / = 1 , 2 ) having the 
constant-retums-to-scale (CRTS) production function under CD technology. 
Xit = A 广 ⑴ 
(2) 
where ai is the capital income share in sector i under CD technology. In their model, 
Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou assume that ai > au such that Sector 2 (X2) is a 
capital-intensive good, and Sector 1 {X\) is a labor-intensive good. 
The factor markets clear when L\t+L2t=Lt, and K\t+K2i=Kt. For simplicity, Lt is 
equal to 1 throughout the model, indicating that there is no population growth. 
Intermediate goods are combined to produce the final good (7,) under CES 
technology with the CRTS production function. 
y. = • ) [ , � V + (1 - k p m / f (3) 
The model is similar to a social planner choosing the equilibrium factor 
allocation (Ki/K, Lu/L) for Sectors 1 and 2 to maximize the final good output. At the 
aggregate level, final output 7, is equal to the sum of consumption (C,) and capital 
investment (/,) only. Capital investment is determined by the national saving (^F/), 
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where s is the saving rate. The law of motion is given by 
( 4 ) 1 
which can solve the next period production problem as above. The economy will be at 
a steady state when Kt+i = Kt—i+i. 
In each period, the equilibrium factor allocation and endowments of capital 
change. This would affect AES, cr, as follows: 
^ = + A 凡 ) + 义 2 A > 2 ( ^ f 
L K 
where .^.^and are sectoral factor shares ( — , — ), and are the sectoral L K 
factor income shares, and are the elasticities of substitution between labor and 
capital in Sectors 1 and 2，respectively, and 伞 is the elasticity of substitution between 
intermediate goods (for (l)=l/(l-p), (p<l). 
Note that these variables have the following properties: 
> 
5 
The AES is the weighted average of the three elasticity parameters, c7\, <72, and 伞.As 
long asl.^ ,义丨r 凡，and 义 change over time, AES will change, although the three 
elasticity parameters are constant.^ 
1 <5 is the capital depreciation rate, which is equal to 0.1 throughout the paper. 
2 The equation is given without proof. For detailed proof, refer to Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007). 
3 A possible case for AES to be constant along the economic development is that all three goods are 
produced under the CD technology such that AES becomes uniform. 
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As intermediate goods are produced under CD technology, (T\= «T2=1 and factor 
income shares are constant along the transitional path (i.e., 1-a,). AES is 
simplified by Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) as follows: 
L K 
To examine the relationship between AES and economic development, Miyagiwa 
and Papageorgiou solved the model using the following method. Assuming zero 
technical progress and zero population growth, at the first period, t, an initial value is 
assigned to Capital stock (Kt) such that the equilibrium factor allocation (LJLt, KiJIQ, 
output (y)，and AES can be determined. The next period Capital stock (Kt+i) can also 
be determined using the law of motion [Eq. (4)] in the discrete-time Solow model. 
Given the next period capital, we can compute for the next period equilibrium factor 
allocation, output, AES, and Kt+2. The process repeats until the economy reaches the 
steady state. 
Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) examine 5 numerical examples in which 
(j) e {0.2,0.5,1,2,10}. For 於<1’ intermediate goods are complementary in the final 
output Yt. Both intermediate goods have to expand as capital accumulates. As labor 
supply is fixed, capital share in the labor-intensive sector increases to raise the output 
K � 
Xi. Thus, the factor share difference in Sector 1 — — — - n a r r o w s . In Eq. (6), (f)<\ V ^ K J 
indicates that AES is inversely related to the factor share difference in Sector 1. As the 
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difference narrows, AES increases with capital accumulation. 
In the case of 於=1，the three primary elasticities are uniform. Therefore, AES, 
which is the weight average of the elasticities, is also equal to 1 throughout the 
transition. 
When 於>1，intermediate goods are substitutable in producing Yt. The capital 
intensive sector can then replace the labor-intensive sector. Capital accumulation 
relatively increases production on the capital-intensive good, which leads to the 
f L K � 
reduction of both factor shares in Sector 1 — , ~ - . In the case of 6=2, the reduction U K ) L K of — is milder than the reduction of — . Therefore, the factor share difference in L K 
(L K � 
Sector 1 — widens.於>1 indicates that AES is now positively related to the 
V L K y 
factor share difference in Sector 1 from Eq. (6). AES can then maintain its positive 
relationship with the state of economic development. 
However, in the case of 卢=10，the reduction of — is more severe than the 
Y L 
K 
reduction of when capital stock accumulates. The factor share difference in 
f L K � 
Sector 1 — narrows. Therefore, the slope of AES reverses, giving it a V L K ) 
negative relationship with the state of economic development. 
According to Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007)，only one case in their 
examples can reverse AES. In general, AES increases when the economy gains more 
capital stock. The authors also concluded that AES is never negatively related to the 
7 
state of economic development when ^<1. Moreover, only when 伞 is extremely large 
can AES decrease with the state of economic development. 
In the following sections, I will relax the constraints on the values of tJiand ai, 
keeping the final good produced under CD technology (^=1) to investigate how AES 
and economic development are related. In the final section, I will show how AES can 
be negatively related to the state of economic development when ^<1 by further 
relaxing the constraint on the value of (j). 
3. Model 
Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) find that AES tends to be positively related 
to economic development under its model setting CD-CD-CES technologies'^. In the 
current paper, intermediate goods are produced under CES technologies, and the final 
good is produced under CD technology, i.e., CES-CES-CD. The same numerical 
analysis and parameters are used to examine the behavior of AES. 
The following equation shows the final good under CD technology: 
Y = AXIX'；' (7) 
The elasticity of substitution between intermediate goods (^) equals 1 because 
the goods are produced under CD technology. Although the final good used in the 
current paper is under CD rather than CES technology, we still need to normalize the 
4 The production technologies refer to the goods XrXz-Y. 
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efficiency parameter A and distribution parameter y using the same procedure used by 
de La Grandville (1989); we do this to ensure that we use the parameters similar to 
those in the case of Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou. ^  The intermediate goods are 
produced under CES technologies. 
式= [ ( g ) [ a , {g)K： {g))L： } (8) 
= ( ” ) K : O l W f (9) 
where L\+L2=L=\ and K\ +K2=K. In these equations, the elasticity of substitution 
between K\ and L\ in intermediate good Xi(a\) is equal to 1/(1-0，whereas the 
elasticity of substitution between K2 and L2 in intermediate good 石(0*2) is equal to 
1/(1-"). 
Again, we have to normalize the parameters in the two functions to make 
comparisons when changing the elasticity parameters ； and rj. For X\, we set the 
baseline value of output per worker (歹丨）=1 and the baseline value of capital per 
worker (厂!）=1 ^. Thus, we can immediately find the efficiency parameter, 
= =1，and the baseline value of marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between 
capital and labor im^) = (l-ai)/ai, indicating that we can arbitrarily set ai by changing 
the m^  in Sector 1. 
5 In this case, baseline value of output per worker (歹)and capital per worker ( x ) =2, baseline value 
of MRS ( m ) = 0.5. A = + 疋)Kx + ， r = + m) where (^ = l/(\-p) 
6 In the numerical testing, k* at steady states are greater than 
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Similarly, we set in Sector so that and m^  = 
(l-a2)/a2. Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) assume a2 = 0.9 and ai = 0.1; thus, we 
can find the corresponding m, and m^to make the comparison. Based on their 
setting, Sector 1 is more labor intensive, whereas Sector 2 is more capital intensive (a2 
>ai). 
Again, given the equilibrium factor allocation and factor endowment level, AES 
(cr) can be determined using Eq. (5). For convenience, I notate the weights of the three 
primary elasticities as follows: 
C7 = + (10) 
w h e r e � / u ” and(1 — — //之）are the weights of cTj,o-j, and 伞 on AES (cr), 
respectively. By examining the change in the weights of the three primary elasticities, 
understanding how AES is affected is now easier. 
We will solve the model using the same method described in Section 2，i.e ，by 
assigning an initial value to capital stock (Ki) such that we can find the equilibrium 
factor allocation {KJKt, LJLt), output (7)，and AES. Using the law of motion [Eq. (4): 
in the discrete-time So low model, the next period capital stock (Kt+j) can be computed. 
Therefore, we can compute for the next period equilibrium factor allocation, output, 
AES, and Kt+2. The process continues until the economy reaches the steady state. 
1 In the numerical testing, k^ at steady states are greater than k^  
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In the current paper, there are many elasticity combinations for the values of ai 
and 02 to scrutinize how AES can change along the transitional path of the economy 
because we now use CES technologies for intermediate goods. To narrow down the 
investigation, I will first examine four special cases, i.e., (1) o\ = 02, (2) g\ + 0-2 =2^, (3) 
o\ = (j), and (4) gi =伞.Next, the general cases of eight regions based on the following 
map grid will be examined. 
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4. Special Cases 
4.1. Case (1) <7i = ffi 
In this case, we assume that the elasticity of substitution between capital and 
labor in labor-intensive good {X\) and capital intensive good (而）is the same, 
referring to the cases along the 45-degree line of the map grip. Under this situation, 
we can simplify Eq. (5) or Eq. (10) to determine which factors affect AES. 
c7 = (7i+(1-O"I)(1-//I-"2) (11) 
where (l — M """2) = O^iw—�J(Aw - A J -
Case (1) resembles the case in Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) where ct\ = 
This section will show how they can be related by testing five elasticity combinations. 
Figures 1-5 in the Appendix present the five numerical examples in which 
o\ = 0~2 G {3,2,0.9,0.7,0.5}. For consistency, throughout the paper, we can assume the 
following parameter values: >y=0.3，（5=0.1，ai = 0.1, and az = 0.9.9 
In Case (1), when the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital in both 
intermediate goods is greater than 1 (Figures 1 and 2)，(I-//1 - ^ 2 ) is negatively 
related to AES. The top right charts of the above two figures show that (l-ju^-/d^) 
decreases with economic development because of the fact that labor and capital are 
strong substitutes. The capital-intensive good sector does not require labor in such a 
8 The simplification procedure is described in Appendix A. 1. 
9 The numerical solution procedure is described in Appendix B. 
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way that nearly all labor is retained in Sector 1. When a large amount of capital is 
accumulated, a greater portion of capital is allocated to Sector 1 because it bears 
higher weight in producing the final output (For厂=0.8). As a result, the labor income 
share in Sector 1(代沐）declines, as shown in the bottom left of Figures 1 and 2. Both 
labor income share difference ( - ) and factor allocation difference (义义！广) 
decrease and ( l - ^ / j - jU j ) decreases; thus, AES increases with economic 
development. 
The situation is different when the elasticity of substitution between labor and 
capital is less than 1，where ( I - / /1 - / /2 ) can be either positively related or 
negatively related to AES. The labor income share difference ( ) decreases, and 
the factor allocation difference (Aj^ - ) increases along with economic development. 
In Figure 3, the increasing factor allocation difference outweighs the decreasing labor 
income share difference, which results in an upwards trend for (I-//1—//？); thus, 
AES slopes upward. Conversely, the decreasing labor income share difference 
( - ) starts to dominate the increasing factor allocation difference when aj and 
are small, similar to the case shown in Figures 4 and 5. When en=<72=0.7，the 
movement of AES is slightly non-monotone: it increases slightly and then drops with 
capital accumulation. This movement shows that the decreasing labor income share 
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difference only dominates the factor allocation difference beyond a certain level of 
capital stock. 
Figure 5 shows a case where labor and capital are strong complements to 
labor-intensive good Xi and capital-intensive good Xz. As the percentage decrease in 
labor income share difference (代沙-《狄)outweighs the percentage increase in factor 
allocation difference ( -义!尸)，then ( 1 - ^ - ^ 2 ) decreases with economic 
development. The reason for the decrease in the labor income share difference is the 
importance of labor in producing both labor-intensive good Xj and capital-intensive 
good Xi, As labor is scarce and complementary in producing both intermediate goods, 
despite a greater amount of capital being accumulated, capital can hardly replace labor. 
Therefore, the two sectors have to give a higher income share to labor to encourage 
workers to stay. The difference in labor income shares between the two sectors then 
decreases, especially in the case of strong complements (bottom left of Figure 5). 
Moreover, we also examine the change in the weights of primary elasticities to 
see how AES is affected. In Table 1, we can observe which primary elasticities 
dominate and make AES slope upward. When a\=(T2>^, the term m, which determines 
the direction of AES, is the dominant factor. The increase in |ii can be attributed to the 
increase in and . Conversely, when ai=a2<\, the term (l-ju\- fn) has the 
dominant effect on the slope of AES. This result may be partially due to the 
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coefficient of (I-//1- ^2) (which is 於）being greater than the coefficient of //land jxi (o"! 
and 0*2). 
Cases: AES /ll\ jlii (l-yUi-yWz) 
cri=(72=3 T T i i Table 1 
( T I = C T 2 = 2 T t i I 
t7i=C72=0.9 t i T T 
7^1=^ 2=0.7 Ti i t U 
(71=0-2=0.5 i I t i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
In Case (1)，not only does factor allocation difference (义!冰-义1,) affect AES, but 
labor income share difference (《冰-代 J is also important in determining the change 
in AES. In the model of Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007)，intermediate goods are 
produced under CD technologies, making labor income shares constant in both sectors. 
Therefore, ( - ) is a constant in their case, which becomes an exogenous factor 
to their model. However, AES can now be affected by one more channel because 
labor income share is not constant in Case (1). 
The relative sizes of 伞 and a\ {=0-2) are important in both Case (1) and Miyagiwa 
and Papageorgiou's CD-CD-CES case. The similarities of the two cases are 
summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
A E S i n M & P ' s case AES in Case (1) 
(CTl =(72=1) (於=1) 
(j) <o\ =(72 All are upward sloping All are upward sloping 
(Represent the 45 degree line in 
North-East Region) 伞>(7\ =(72 May be downward sloping May be downward sloping 
(Represent the 45 degree line in 
South-West Region) 
Based on Table 2，if 伞 is sufficiently larger than g\ =^2, the relationship between 
AES and the state of economic development can change from positive to negative. 
Finally, given 伞 is constant at 1，a higher elasticity of substitution between labor 
and capital in Xi and X2 will result in the capital stock in the steady state (A:*) being 
higher, as shown in Figures 1-5. This finding shows that Klump and de La Grandville 
(2000)'s Theorem 2 is applicable in this situation. 
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4.2. Case (2) <ti + gi =2(f> or <ri + (Ti =2 
In this case, labor and capital are substitutes in one sector and complements in 
another sector, referring to the cases along the negative 45-degree line of the map grip. 
We can also simplify Eq. (5) or Eq. (10) to obtaini� 
(7 = 0*2 + (1 - )(1 - "2 + "1) (12) 
where =[‘（代广 + � J + K(约w + � J : . 
Figures 6—9 in the appendix present four numerical examples for Case (2)，where 
G {(0.2,1.8),(0.5,1.5),(1.5,0.5),(1.8,0.2)}. Figures 6 and 7 represent the case 
where labor and capital are complements in X\ and substitutes in X2. The term 
(I-/ /2 +M) is negatively related to AES when (1 — cr:) is negative. As the quantity 
of labor is fixed at 1 and complementary with capital in producing Xi, more capital 
allocated in X\ will only have little effect in producing more X]. As capital 
accumulates, the relative price for the use of labor increases. Therefore, the total labor 
income shares increase [or total capital income share +^2r) 
decreases] with the state of economic development. Moreover, K\/K decreases 
because the accumulation of capital only induces the social planner to invest more 
capital, which can be substitutable for labor, on X2. Overall, as (《厂 + ) and K\/K 
The simplification procedure is described in Appendix A.2. 
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decreases with capital accumulation, the term {l-ju^+ju^) decreases as well; thus, 
AES slopes upward. 
In contrast, Figures 8 and 9 represent the case where labor and capital are 
substitutes inX\ and complements inX2. The term {l - ju^+f^) is positively related 
to AES in Figures 8 and 9，indicating that the second part of ( l - / / ? dominates 
the first part of (i-jUj as shown in the middle of the figures. Again, when one 
sector (X2) can hardly increase the output by injecting more capital without adding 
more labor, capital accumulation only benefits the sector {X\) in which capital is 
substitutable for labor. When K increases, capital share in Sector 1 {K\/K) increases 
because it is inefficient to increase the amount of Ki. This factor should be the most 
important determinant that causes ( I - / / 2 + A ) to slope upward because the total 
labor income shares + 代w)，as shown in the bottom right of Figures 8 and 9，can 
be either upward sloping or downward sloping. Therefore, because of the increasing 
capital share in Sector 1, AES slopes upward with capital stock. 
We can again examine how AES is affected by the weights of primary elasticities. 
As shown in Table 3, when the term (1 - / / j - f ^^ ) determines the 
direction of AES. However, when , the term determines the direction 
of AES, indicating that the values of primary elasticities also influence the change in 
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AES. Compared with Special Case (1)，there is a situation that when (j>><j^, the term 
(1 - /^ i — JU2) dominates the direction. 
Cases: AES //i 时 (1-//1-//2) 
(71 =0.2,t72=1.8 T i i T 
Table 3 仍=0.5，(72=1.5 t I I T 
=1.5, (72=0.5 T t i i 
(71 =1.8,^72=0.2 T T 丄 i t 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
In summary, AES is positively related to the state of economic development 
throughout Case (2)，no matter which sector has complementary or substitutable 
characteristics within labor and capital. Moreover, not only does inter-sectoral factor 
f l K ^ 
allocation — a f f e c t the AES but also the sum of factor income share U k ) 
O^ ir + or + � J plays a role in altering AES. 
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4.3. Case (3) =1 
When cTi =1, the labor-intensive good {X\) should be produced under CD 
technology. The economy's final output is now manufactured under CD-CES-CD 
technologies ^ ^ referring to the elasticity combinations in the vertical line of the Y-axis 
of the map grid. We can now obtain the simplified AES as follows: ^^  
CT = C R 2 + ( ( / > - C 7 2 ) ( L - J U 2 ) ( 1 3 ) 
where 二 ( 认 . 
Again, there are four numerical examples to test AES for 0-2 e {3,2,0.5,0.2}. The term 
(I-//2) is negatively related to AES when cr2>l, as shown in Figures 10 and 11. 
Capital share in sector \(K\/K) is constant throughout capital accumulation. Moreover, 
labor is not vital in producing X2 when (72�1. Therefore, nearly all labor is allocated in 
the labor-intensive good 札 resulting in a lesser percentage of labor working in Sector 
2. Labor income share in Sector 2(沒2w) is nearly zero; thus, ( ) is nearly 1. Hence, 
the term (l-jUi) is nearly equal to 1，and the change in AES is negligible, although 
it is downward sloping. 
Figures 12 and 13 refer to the case where labor and capital are complementary in 
producing the capital-intensive good X2. Thus, the term (I-Mi) is positively related 
to AES as 1-(72>0. In the case of a2 =0.5 (Figure 12)，the change in AES is 
11 The FOCs in obtaining the equilibrium factor allocations are changed and shown in the numerical 
solution procedure in Appendix B. 
12 The simplification procedure is described in Appendix A.3. 
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non-monotone. When the amount of capital stock is small, the decline in the first term 
of (1 —/^ 2)，which is(/^w�J，dominates the increase in the second term of(l-//2)， 
which is When more capital stock is accumulated, the situation reverses. 
More capital accumulation indicates that some labor has to be allocated to the 
capital-intensive good sector because labor is complementary to producing 
capital-intensive good X2. Therefore, Li/L (Aj^) and 厂^ diminish (or 02w rises) with 
the level of capital. Moreover, allocating more capital to X2 is inefficient when labor is 
fixed; thus, the social planner chooses to invest the residual capital to Xi with capital 
accumulation {K\/K increase). This finding indicates why the two terms in ( I - / /2) 
go in opposite directions, causing ( I - / /2) to become non-monotone. 
Figure 13 shows a more inelastic substitutability case for labor and capital in X2. 
The second term of(l-//2)，which is ‘ now dominates the direction of 
(I-JU2) throughout capital accumulation. Capital share in Sector 1 (K\/K) increases 
sharply, and more income share has to be assigned to labor in Sector 2，where labor is 
much more essential than in the case referred to in Figure 12. Therefore, AES slopes 
upward with the capital stock. 
We can examine the change in the weights of primary elasticities in AES, as 
shown in Table 4. When a，> z^J = 0*1 ’ ju^  and "2 also decrease, outweighing the effect 
of increasing ( l - M i - Mi)- However, when the values of are well below伞，the 
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influence of fjL^  decreases. When g^ =0.5, the term (l-//!—約）first dominates 
the direction of AES. However, after a certain level of capital stock, the term //j 
outweighs the decreasing(1 - / i j 一ju:�, resulting in a non-monotone relationship 
between AES and economic development. In contrast, when =0.2, the effect of //j 
should be more significant; otherwise, AES cannot maintain its positive monotone 
relationship with capital accumulation. 
Cases: AES fxi (I-/Z1-//2) 
=1, i i i T 
Table 4 cri =1, ^2=2 i l l T 
=1,^ 72=0.5 i t T n i 
=1,^2=0.2 T t i i t 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
In summary, Case 3 illustrates that the change in AES may be very small given 
that a2>\, despite the downward sloping AES. However, AES can only be positively 
related to the state of economic development when g: is small enough to make 
( A r � J dominate the direction of (I-M2) or makeju^ outweigh both "2 and 
(I-//1 -"2). 
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4.4. Case (4) <72=0 =1 
The capital-intensive good {X2) is now produced under CD technology^^, which 
refers to the elasticity combinations in the horizontal line of the X-axis of the map 
grid. The simplified AES is as follows: 
( 7 — + ( C 7 l - ( 1 4 ) 
where = -
Again, I will present four numerical examples ( cjj g {3,2,0.5,0.2} ) and 
decompose the term /u^  to determine which factor is vital in determining the slope of 
AES. Figures 14 and 15 (cr^e {3,2}) in the appendix also show that the upward 
sloping //j is attributed to the increasing capital income share (礼)and capital share 
in Sector 1 {K\/K). This finding can be explained by the high substitutability of capital 
in Sector 1. When labor is fixed and more capital is accumulated, the social planner 
chooses to allocate capital to Sector 1 rather than Sector 2 to maximize output. The 
relative importance of labor is limited when capital can be used as a substitute for 
labor in Sector 1. Thus, when the capital share in Sector \(K\/K) increases, the capital 
income share in Sector l(6>,Jalso increases. As a result, the term //j slopes upward, 
and thus AES follows. 
“ T h e FOCs are changed and shown in the numerical solution procedure in the Appendix. 
The simplification procedure is described in Appendix A.4. 
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When cTi is less than 1 (Figures 16 and 17)，the term ju^  is negatively related to 
AES. Allocating more capital to Sector 1 is inefficient when the labor endowment is 
fixed because labor and capital are complementary. Hence, excess capital should be 
allocated to capital-intensive good 石，which causes K\/K to decline. Moreover, labor 
share (Li/L) and labor income share remain very high throughout the different 
levels of capital stock because labor is important in Sector 1. When the changes in 
Li/L, and 九 are small, the term ju” which is most affected by K\/K, falls 
consequently. Therefore, AES slopes upward with capital stock. 
As shown in Table 5，when c t j > ^  = ( J j , /n^  can outweigh the effect of the 
decreasing厂2and(1 - — ) . However, when = the direction reverses. 
Moreover, the increasing ju^and(1 - 一 ju^) now outweigh the term ju^； thus, AES 
also increases. 
Cases: AES /n\ jii (I-//1-//2) 
(71 =3, £72=1 T T i 丄 
Table 5 =2，0*2=1 T T i i 
(71 =0.5, (72=1 T >1 T T 
=0.2, (72=1 t i T T 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
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This results is consistent with that when the value of primary elasticity drops (i.e., 
cji drops), its corresponding weight ((i.e., //j) will have less influence on AES. 
4.5. Summary of the four special cases 
AES is not only endogenously determined by the equilibrium inter-sectoral 
allocation and the existing factor endowment but is also affected by factor income 
shares. This finding indicates that the case used by Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou (2007) 
under CD-CD-CES technologies has omitted the variation and importance of factor 
income shares. In some cases, AES can be negatively related to the state of economic 
development. 
When investigating the change in the weights {jn^./n^^il-ju^ - /^i)) of primary 
elasticities, the values of primary elasticities themselves (o-j, (J2, ) also affect the 
magnitude of the change in the weights, changing the relationship between AES and 
economic development. 
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5. Eight Regions 
We now examine the general cases of the CES-CES-CD model Recall that AES 
among the eight regions can be expressed as Eq. (10): 
O- = ACTi + + (1 - A — ¥ (10) 
For each region, I will test three elasticity combinations to observe how ju” //之，and 
(1-/^1 - ju^) change given the change in factor income shares(代…�J and factor 
shares ( — ) . L K， 
5.1. Region I: ((Ti > ci > 
In Region I，AES is positively related to the state of economic development, with 
its components going in different directions. The change in directions is summarized 
in the following table: 
Cases: AES fii ^2) 
7^1 =2，(72=1.5 T t i i Table 6 
(71 =3,(72=1.5 T T i i 
ax =3, (72=2 T t i i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
In Table 6，the term ju ,^ which determines the direction of AES, is the dominant 
factor; its coefficient Oi) is the largest compared with 02 and (j). Moreover, Figure 18 
shows that labor income shares and factor shares in the two sectors have the same 
patterns as the elastic cases in Special Case (1). This finding shows that the elasticity 
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combinations in this region generate consistent results in AES compared with those in 
Special Case (1). 
5.2. Region 11: (<72 > (7i> (f) 
The elasticity combinations in Region II have results similar to those in Region 
I，with the term again dominating AES. Table 7 shows the results, which are 
identical to those shown in Table 6. Although the coefficient of jn^  is less than that 
of//2，it still has the strongest influence on AES. 
Cases: AES yn (l-jix- fi2) 
a , = 1 . 5 , ( 7 2 = 2 T T i i 
Table 7 
=1.5, (72=3 T t i i 
(71=1.1,^ 72=3 T T i i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
The trends in factor income shares and factor shares also resemble those in the 
previous cases, as shown in Figure 19. Capital share in Sector 1 (Kj/K) continues to 
rise, which consequently reduces labor income share ) given that labor and capital 
are no longer complements in either sector. Moreover, when (7\ decreases and 
approaches 1，Kj/K increases to a level less than that of other cases, which reduces the 
magnitude of //j (ju^ ‘ Therefore, AES tends to be downward 
sloping when o\ approaches 1，consistent with the result in Special Case (3). 
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Nonetheless, Regions I and II show a general result in that when the primary 
elasticities (a^^a^) are elastic, regardless of a ^ > o r < a 2 , AES tends to be positively 
related to capital accumulation when the final good is produced under CD technology 
5.3. Region III: (ci > •> ci and ci + <72 >2) 
Three other elasticity combinations can be used to test the change in AES. The 
term /u^  does not cause AES to slope upward. The term (1 — /^i - / ^ i ) is the 
dominant factor influencing AES. 
Cases: AES fii {\-ix\-fii) 
0-1 =0.5, 7^2=2 T i i T 
Table 8 
(71 =0.9, (72=2 t i i t 
=0.2,0-2=3 T i i T 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
In Figure 20，the labor income shares in 不 in all three cases rise with capital 
accumulation, indicating that labor is complementary in producing Zi. Moreover, the 
capital share in X\ decreases in contrast to the cases in Regions I and II. These two 
factors explain why the term (1 — — /^之）increases with capital stock. 
In addition, when a\ increases and approaches 1， the curve of d^ ^ and A,, 
becomes flatter, which in turn weakens the magnitude of change in the 
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term (1 — — //之）.As a result, the downward sloping /n^  and "2 may outweigh the 
influence of (1 - //j — / /之）， w h i c h would eventually change the slope of AES. Again, a 
consistent result is produced with Special Case (3), which shows a slightly downward 
sloping AES along the transitional path. 
5.4. Region IV: (cz > •> <7i and <7i + <72 <2) 
The three elasticity combinations tested in Region IV also show that AES is 
positively related to economic development. As shown in Table 9，the upward sloping 
AES is attributed to the term (！-//^ - /u^), matching with the cases in Region III. 
Cases: AES fi\ 时 (1-/^1-/^2) 
- 0 . 2 , ^ 7 2 = 1 . 5 T i i T 
Table 9 
o i = 0 . 2 , ^ 2 = 1 . 2 t >1 i t 
(Tl = 0 . 5， i 7 2 = L 2 T i i T 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
Figure 21 illustrates the trends for labor income shares and capital share similar 
to those in Sector 1. The two curves and K\IK) become flatter only when g\ is 
greater. In this region, there is an upper bound limit for which can only approach 1 
when 02 also approaches 1. However, this elasticity combination appears to make the 
AES horizontal and exogenous with economic development. 
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Furthermore, the terms ju^  and /u^  are negligible in this situation because their 
weights in affecting AES are insignificant given that 巧"K\/K’ UJL, and。揪 are very 
small. Therefore, the term ( l - ^ / j — //之）can maintain its magnitude and upward 
trend in this region, allowing the AES to most likely slope upward. 
5.5. Region V: {<t>>ai > o-i) 
The results of the three elasticity combinations in this region are more 
complicated because AES may slope either upward or downward. As shown in Table 
10，the terms ju^  and /u^  go downward and upward, respectively, whereas 
(1-/^1 - Ml) can either be increasing or decreasing. In Case 1 {g\ =0.2，^2=0.5), 
can dominate the two other terms. On the contrary, Case 2 {a\ =0.4, (T2=0.5) shows 
that jd^  is dominated by the other two terms. Moreover, the slope of (！-//^ - ju^) 
is mainly determined by the labor income difference (巧狄J，as shown in Figure 22. 
In Cases 1 and 2 of this region, the labor income difference is reduced along with 
economic development, decreasing the value of (1 - - ) • However, the labor 
income difference in Case 3 increases together with the increasing factor share 
difference in Sector 1. Thus, (l-^/i—約）increases with capital 
accumulation. As / / j and (1 - - ^ 2 ) increase, there is a stronger effect to 
increase AES as well. 
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Cases: AES 
Ox =0.2, £72=0.5 t i T \ Table 10 
(71 =0.4, (72=0.5 i i t i 
(71 =0.5， 7^2=0.8 t i t T 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
In summary, AES can be negatively related to the state of economic development 
when the negative effect of (1 - - a n d outweighs the positive effect of 
//2. Given that the labor income difference diminishes sharply, the negative 
effect of (1 -ju^ -JH2) can be greater and causes AES to slope downward. This 
implication is consistent with the inelastic cases of Special Case (1)，which obtain a 
downward-sloping AES when the two intermediate good sectors compete for labor, 
finally narrowing the labor income difference. 
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5.6. Region VI: (0>e7i > <72) 
The direction of AES is also uncertain in this region, similar to the previous 
region. The three terms jli”jh” and (1 一 — //之）go in different directions in different 
cases, as shown in Table 11. 
Cases: AES ju\ fi2 {\-ju\- jU2) 
CTi =0.5, (72=0.2 T T i i t 
Table 11 
(71 =0 .5 , (72=0.4 i i t T i 
C7i =0.8, ^72=0.5 i t T i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
Nonetheless, Table 11 still implies that (I-Mi - Mi)is vital in causing AES to 
slope downward. As shown in Figure 23, the labor income share difference and factor 
share difference in in the second and third cases also diminish, which in turn 
reduce (1 - — //：). This finding shows that the term (I-jUi - Mi) plays an 
important role in reducing AES, resembling the cases in Region V and Special Case 
� . 
In other words, the result is again consistent: narrowing the difference in labor 
income shares between the two intermediate good sectors will likely undermine AES. 
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5.7. Region VII: (ci >0>o'2 and 2><7i+<r2) 
Surprisingly, in this region, we can also observe that AES can be negatively 
related to the state of economic development, as shown in Table 12. 
Cases: AES ni 
=1.5, ( 7 2 = 0 . 2 T T i i t Table 12 
=1.1,^72=0.2 T T i i t 
ax =1.1, (72=0.7 i t T i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
However, if we compare Figure 24 to the figures previously presented, we can 
obtain similar decreasing patterns for AES. Again, the labor income share difference 
and factor share difference in X\ narrow in the third case. 
Given that labor is complementary in Xi and substitutable in X\, and K\IK 
will rise with capital accumulation. When labor is strongly complementary in 不， 
similar to the first two cases, and KJK will be larger than � a n d UIL, 
respectively. This characteristic increases the weight of the term/Zp causing AES to 
slope upward. Only when labor is weakly complementary in Xi, which refers to the 
third case, can and K\IK still be smaller than � a n d L\IL, Thus, AES can slope 
downward. 
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5.8 Region VIII : (ci >0>o'2 and <7i+(T2>2) 
The three numerical examples tested in Table 13 show that AES is positively 
related to the state of economic development. In Figure 25, the pattern of the labor 
income share difference and factor share difference in Xi also narrows, similar to the 
third case of Region VII. However, AES in the third case of Region VII is downward 
sloping. The different directions of AES shows that the coefficients of jU\ , f i” and 
(1 - ju^  - JLI2) are also extremely important. In this region, the coefficient ofju^ (ai) 
is much larger than the coefficient of(1 - //j - fi^),(於=/); thus, the influence of a\ 
dominates the influence of (1 - ju^  - ju^)^, allowing AES to maintain its upward 
trend along the transitional path. 
Cases: AES jU2 (I-//1-//2) 
(71 = 2 , (72=0.5 t T i i Table 13 
(71 =1.5,^72=0.8 T T T i 
=2 , (72=0.8 T T i i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
5.9. Summary of the eight regions 
There are no constant directions for AES along with economic development. 
Although AES is likely to be positively related to capital accumulation, it can be 
decreased given two conditions: 1) labor income shares difference is narrow, and 2) <j) 
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is sufficiently large compared with ai and az. The following map grid summarizes the 
elasticity combinations that I have already tested in eight regions and four special 
lines. The map grid implies that AES possibly becomes negatively related to the state 
of economic development in Regions II，III，V,VI, and VIL Therefore, the behavior of 
AES along the transition path should be recognized before building any model 
because it will have an effect on the steady state values of the economy. 
Graph 2 Origin = (1，1) 
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6. Testing for ^=0.5 and 2 
This is a short section to verify how the relative size ofctj，g^ and • affects 
AES along the transitional path. In the past sections, the elasticity of substitution 
between labor-intensive goods and capital intensive goods is equal to 1. We now relax 
this constraint and test two cases, i.e.，卢=0.5 and 伞二二” Moreover, a^is set to be 
equal to cr: for simplicity because there are many combinations for the three 
primary elasticities. This model setting helps generate a comparison with Special Case 
(1). AES is now equal to the following: 
cr = c7i -ju )^ (15) 
where ( 1 - A - > " 2 ) =⑷ w _代 J(义w - A � . 
6.1 —0.5 
Xi and X2 are complementary in producing the final output 7 in this case. Figures 
26-28 present three numerical examples for in which (cr! =0-2) e {1.5,1,0.3]. 
Wheno-j > 1, capital share in Sector 1 {Ki/K) increases with capital accumulation 
because capital can replace labor when producing labor-intensive goods. Therefore, 
the factor share difference in Sector 1 i^^-^r) decreases, as shown in Figures 26 and 
27. AES can maintain its positive relationship with economic development because 
(1 - / / j - / /2 ) is negatively related to AES for a^x^, as shown in Eq. (15). 
15 The final good sector is now produced under CES production technology, which refers to Equation (3). 
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In contrast, when cji < 1, capital share in Sector 1 {Ki/K) does not increase with 
capital accumulation. Labor is also essential to produce X2 when cr^  < 1. When 
capital increases, capital intensive good X2 has to be expanded, thus requiring more 
labor. Labor is so scarce, and thus more income share should be given to it. Therefore, 
没increases, and labor income shares difference ( � - � J decreases. AES drops 
along with the state of economic development because /d^  - l ^ i ) is positively 
related to AES when <7^  <(/>. 
We can again examine how the weights of primary elasticities change to affect 
AES. As shown in Table 14，the result is similar to that shown in Table 1，in which the 
term dominates the slope of AES. This finding also highlights the fact that the 
relative size of cr!，cr:，and • influences the importance of the weights of � / u ” 
and ( I - / /1 - JU2), which would finally affect the slope of AES. 
In summary, when f i s significantly larger than cTj , it is possible for AES to be 
negatively related to the state of economic development when ^<1. Miyagiwa and 
Papageorgiou (2007) do not cover this situation, as and cTj are predetermined as 1. 
Cases: AES m yii (I-//1-//2) 
Ox =^2=1.5 T t i i 
Table 14 0 \ =<72=1 T T i I 
(Tl =^72=0.3 i i T i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
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6.2 —2 
Xi and X2 are now substitutable in producing the final output Y. Figures 29-31 
present three numerical examples for ^=2, in which (a^ =cr2) e {3,1,0.5}. Figure 29 
shows a pattern similar to that in Figure 26, which indicates that whether • is greater 
K than 1，� a n d — will diminish and rise, respectively, when cr^  = 0-2 > 1 . K 
Moreover, when (j) =2> cTj , ( I- / /1 - / ^ i ) ^^  positively related to AES. When 
f L K � 
cTj = 0-2 = 1, the factor share difference in Sector 1 — increases with capital V^ K J 
accumulation. (1-抖 一//2)，which is composed of the factor share difference, will 
also increase as. Therefore, AES is positively related to the state of economic 
development. 
The last case shows that labor and capital are complementary in both sectors 
L K 
(cTj =0-2 =0.5). The movements of冰，6>2w，�，and —^are the same as those in the 
L K 
third case when 卢=0.5. Again, this finding shows that the value of於 does not matter 
when o\ and 0-2 are less than 1; labor is scarce, and both intermediate good sectors 
are required to compete for it. More income share should be given to labor in the 
production of capital-intensive goods, which finally narrows the labor income share 
difference Therefore, (I- / /1 -//：) decreases，and AES follows along the 
transitional path. 
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Finally, if we again consider the change in the weights of primary elasticities for 
卢=2，as shown in Table 15, the change is quite similar to that in the first and third 
cases. The only difference is that in the second case, where 卢 is also sufficiently 
larger thancTi，the influence of the term (1 — - /y : ) is greater than the decrease of 
//j，causing AES to still slope upward. Again, this difference stresses the importance 
of the relative sizes of the three primary elasticities, making the findings parallel the 
findings I summarize in Table 2. 
Cases: AES //2 {\-ijl\- 1x2) 
CTi = ( 7 2 = 3 T T i i 
Table 15 0*1 =<72=1 T i t T 
(71 =(72=0.5 i i T i 
The direction to which variables go with capital accumulation 
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7. Does factor intensity affect the previous results? 
In the previous testing of the elasticity combinations under the map grid, we 
constantly use ai=0.1 and az =0.9 such that Xi is a labor-intensive good and X2 is a 
capital-intensive good. Suppose ai=0.9 and a! =0.1 are used and the values of 
cTj and 0-2 are swapped, could the results of the relationship between AES and k be 
symmetrically duplicated? The elasticity combinations of special case (3) and (4) are 
used to test the consistency of the model. The following map grid summarizes the 
results. 
Graph 3 
Origin = (1，1) 
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The elasticity combinations on the x-axis of graph 3 is exactly the same as that 
on the y-axis of graph 2，while the elasticity combinations on the y-axis of graph 3 is 
also matching with the point on the x-axis of graph 2. Therefore, this shows that factor 
intensity does affect the relationship between AES and Economic development. 
Besides, if we swap the primary elasticities of Xi and Xz, the results are consistent and 
nearly the same. The only difference of this model setting compared to the previous 
one is the larger steady state values of capital stock due to the higher weight on Xi 
(for 厂=0.8). 
8. Change in weights on intermediate goods 
As shown from the above, the different weights on intermediate goods may be 
the source of asymmetric findings on the elasticity combinations of the map grid. This 
section tries to put equal weights on Xi and X2. (i.e. / = 0.5) and see if the 
relationship between AES and Economic development would alter or not. 
Graph 4 shows that the elasticity combinations in Region V and VI still do not 
have the same movement even though the primary elasticities of Xi and X2 are 
swapped amid the equal weights. This indicates that the reducing intensity ofXi could 
not make the model to be symmetric in the relationship between AES and Capital 
Stock, despite the fact that the relationship could be affected slightly. 
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Graph 4 
Origin = (1，1) � 2 
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Now Y is equal to 0.2 (Graph 5)，we may see if the difference would be greater 
or not. Similarly, the relationships are roughly the same as the case of / = 0.5. The 
only difference is the elasticity combination (cr! =0.5,0-2 =0.2)，but the transitional 
path of this combination is mainly increasing, which parallels the previous case. Thus 
we may infer that the change in y would not have vast effect on the relationship 
between AES and Economic development. 
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Graph 5 Origin = (1，1) 
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# - The change is very small. 9. AES and unbounded growth 
Palivos and Karagiaimis (2010) find that countries with the elasticity of 
substitution which is greater than unity could experience unbounded growth under a 
one-sector convex growth model without technical progress. This raises the concern whether we could use the multi-sectors model to get the same result with it. To makesur  that AES m t b great r than unity, his section would use the elasticitycombin ion in which all primary elasticities are gr a er than 1. Fig re 29 as lre dhown he situation th t AES i grea er than 1 (for (/)=2, a\ = (J2=3). S nce w  can 
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obtain the steady state level capital level (A:*=5.6337), this indicates that unbounded 
growth does not exist in the paper. 
Besides, AES is endogenously determined by factor income shares and factor 
allocation given the capital level in the paper, which cannot determine the causality 
between AES and economic growth. We can only observe that AES and k are 
monotonically increasing under the transition path where AES is greater than unity 
using the three numerical examples ((1.) = 3 > (T2 =2.5 (2.) =2.5<<J2 =3 
J J 
(3.)0*1 =2.5) for 卢=2.16 ^ shown in Figure 32, AES and growth is only 
positively related along the transitional path. 
To summarize, unbounded growth and the causality between AES and growth 
cannot be found in the model with endogenous AES, which contrast with the result of 
Palivos and Karagiaimis (2010). 
16 The parameters used are the same as Section 3 except the primary elasticities stated above. 
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10. Conclusion 
Aggregate elasticity of substitution is not necessarily positively related to the 
state of economic development. When the elasticities of substitution between labor 
and capital in intermediate goods are not equal to 1，labor income shares and capital 
income shares are not constant in the model. As the model setting of Miyagiwa and 
Papageorgiou (2007) for intermediate goods cannot capture this endogenous factor, 
the current paper supplements their model by investigating different elasticity 
combinations. 
Given the situation that labor income share difference ( - ) narrows along 
the transitional path (this can happen when cj^  and cr: are sufficiently smaller than 卢）， 
if the magnitude of narrowing is large enough, AES turns around with capital 
accumulation. Furthermore, when 0*1=卢 and cr:�於，as shown in Special Case (3), 
AES can also be negatively related to the state of economic development. However, 
because the change in AES is negligible, the economic meaning of this case is less 
significant than that of the previous case. 
In contrast, when cTj and are greater than (j), AES is positively related to 
economic development, as shown in Special Case (1) and Regions I and II of the map 
grid. This finding coincides with the results obtained by Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou 
(2007), as they show that when 0*1 二 cr? 二1，AES slopes upward. 
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Moreover, as shown in Special Case (1)，an economy with a higher elasticity of 
substitution between labor and capital in Xi and X2 will have a higher capital stock in 
the steady state (A:*), which matches the findings of Klump and de La Grandville 
(2000). 
The model can be further extended in the following ways. First, as the proposed 
model assumes that labor is fixed without population growth, the difference between 
the endowment of labor and capital will be larger with capital accumulation. This 
asymmetric model setting may have a bias towards producing capital-intensive goods 
when the level of capital stock is higher. Therefore, if we relax this assumption, the 
symmetry in producing either labor-intensive goods or capital-intensive goods will 
improve. The difference in labor income shares between the two sectors may be 
sustained when labor is not scarce. 
Second, the saving rate for labor and capital income is constant in the economy. 
Yip and Xue (2009) find that if the increase in the factor substitution can raise the 
amount of national savings in the steady state, then it can yield higher equilibrium 
output per capita. We can introduce different saving rates for labor and capital to 
determine how capital accumulation and the relationship between AES and economic 
development are affected. 
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Finally, Irmen (2010) finds that the relationship between the state of the 
economy and AES can be either positive or negative when he considered a model 
with endogenous technical change. This finding raises the question of whether his 
model can be combined with Miyagiwa and Papageorgiou's model. The change in 
AES during the process of economic development clearly remains complex and 
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Figure 12 
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<7i =0.2, <72=0.5 
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2.075 - -
2.07 - ‘ 
<0 2.065- -I z W 2.06 - Z • 
2.055 - -
2.05 - -
2 . 0 4 5 / -
2 04 L 1 [ 1 1 c 1 c : 
' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 k 
For 伞二2, oi = (72=2.5, k*=5M29 
2.085 r 1 1 c 1 c 1 r — 
2.08 - ^ ^ • 
2.075， ^ ^ • 
2.07， • 
„ 2.065- / / -I Z « 2.06 - -
2.055 - -
2.05 - / / ‘ 
2.045 Z • 
2 04 L c 1 1 r r r. 1 i 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 k 
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A.l Simplification of AES in Case (1)，tri = (TI： 
Before we simplify the equation, we have to use the following properties: 
5 > ) • 
cr = ( ^ A r + 人 & + (1 - + ( 1 - 4 I ) 巧 + - O ^ X K - K ¥ 
^ = 队 + - 《 》 + + K - + ⑷.-代 - A.)卢 
C7=(1+Alw (1 -《广 1 + + A . Ww - ))巧 + (Aw - - A. ¥ 
C7 = cJi + (卢一 cJi - G,^  X A w - K ) (A. 1) 
We can also write it as 
1 �少 1 八 以 1 ； 1 1 、 ( 1 一 以 1 ) 以 2 众 一 以 2 ) 丄 K ) 
where k, = — , k = — 
1 A 丄 2 
A.2 Simplification of AES in Case (2) (x! + ci =20: 
+ A凡)巧 + 人 , � J q 
o"=((1 - A J g , + ( 1 - A - A A - A A > 2 + + & - � J +义州 J 代 
C7 = (1 - A A - A A ^ - A v A - A 凡 ) � 2 + ( I (2(1 -《 J +沒-《 J + A 讽 J 《 
C7 = (1 - A j i - � J - 八凡-A A - A凡 ) + - U + � r � J + A , ( � J � J ¥ 
= + 代 一 人 ) 一 — 没 i J 一 式 肩 — 《 , 一 � J + A ,⑷ v ^ + � J ¥ 
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C7 = (1 - 1 - � w (人 - - A厂没 - A + - AvX没iw + 代 J + Ar (�v^ + 代 
^ = + - A + (2A. + + " A 
+ ) + ( � . + "2 A JX^ ^ - … 
… J � 伞 一 〜 ) ( 2 A ^ w +⑷ w + � J ( 人 一 A J ) 
… ⑷ 一 〜 ) ( 2 A w + - + - ) 
C7 = C72 + - q 一《J + 1 (1 -《 J + 人 + )) 
C7 = (T2 +(卢一C72X4X九 + A乂没IW + 代 J) (A.2) 
We can also write it as 
2 八心 1+(1_“1)J^ 一 々 + ( 1 1 ) “人" + ( 1 - � 2 ) 
众1 众2 
where L = — , — 
1 A 丄 2 
A.3 Simplification of AES in Case (3) <7i =0: 
^ = + WCJ, + + + " 约 JWw " K)中 
=(式…(1 一没1J +式肩w + 沒iw —式r沒iw _式…代w + A卞2 J卢+ (A2w�r +人卞2 
K ( K ( ( 1 - A J(i - � J ) � j q 
t7=C72+(卢-C72)(AW(1-�J + 认 ） 
cr = c72 几 ） (A.3) 
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We can also write it as 
K 
where k, =—, — 
A.4 Simplification of AES in Case (4) az 
CT = M r + A A J q + 义 人 + 认 - A凡 
C7 = (A力-没1J+A凡)+ ((1 - A J ( i - � J + ( 1 - A J A A ^ - A凡— A A J A先) 
(7 = ( I - A J K 
= ^  + -勿+ - m M r - A J ) 
= + 州 凡一 4 A J 
J 二卢+ 厂 州 4 ( 1 _ � J + 人 � J 
a = ^ + (A.4) 
We can also write it as 
J , � a . K. \-a. � 
丄 以 i + ( l 一 以 1 ) 丄 以 - 以 1 ) 1 
where k, = — , — 
1 A 4 
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B. Numerical solution procedure 
All the numerical evaluations are produced using Matlab. To find the equilibrium 
factor allocation under CES-CES-CD, we have to maximize Eq. (7) subject to 
endowment constraints. By setting 
dY dY . dY dY ^ A . = and ——= ，we find that dK, dK^ dL, dL, 
t^m^K,' = ( 1 — 尺 2 " + ( 1— « 2 )丄2 "广尺 
r(l-a,K,‘ +(1-a,=(1-厂)(1一《2)(«2尺2" 
By assigning the parameter values mentioned in the paper and setting initial values to 
K, we can solve the above non-linear equations and get the equilibrium value of K\ 
and L\. Then, we can determine the final output 7from Eq. (7) and AES from Eq. (5). 
Given Y, we can find the next period's capital (Kt+i) from Eq. (4). Therefore, we can 
compute for the next period equilibrium factor allocation, output, AES, and Kt+2. The 
process repeats until the economy reaches the steady state. 
Note: For the cases under CD-CES-CD and CES-CD-CD, the first-order conditions 
(FOC) are different. 
Under CD-CES-CD technologies (Case 3), the FOCs are 
1 CCAl—“1)-1 =(1 — 力 尺 / + ( l - « 2 ) 丄尺 
V A y 
,(1 - 引 1(尺广1广1)-、(1 - ,)(1 - 火/ + (1 — 
V A y 
Under CES-CD-CD technologies (Case 4)，the FOCs are 
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